The Power and Failure of Representation
in Harriet Beecher Stowe's
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Winfried Fluck
I
EACTING AGAINST a long history of neglect, current revisionist
•..' " studics of Amcr(dlll litcra(.urc havc drall'l1 our allcl1liou to
. . {iartiet BeecJ;1er Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin as an especially
rich and powerful example of"sclltimentality in the novel.' Such
attelllpts'lO make sellseofmaterials which critics drawing on formalist
and modernist models oflhe literary text are no longer able to
read red,ress a long-standing imbalam:e in American literary history.
As is We'll known, American H't,erary history has almost always been
uneasy with Uncle TO'IIl's Cabiu, as it has been Wilh selllimenlalily ill
general. On the one hand, no. critic can complelely ignore lhc fact
that Uncle Tom's Cabin' is "probably the most innueulial book ever
written by an American."2 On the other hand, the explicit or implicit
aesthetic criteria governing literary histories in the period of high
modernism do not provide for a principle according to which the
novel could be discussed in any meaningful way. J. W. Ward has
put the case so well that his characterization of the ensuing dilemma
necessilates anolher tjuo~lion: "For the literary criLic, the problem
is simply how a book so seemingly artless, so lacking in apparent
literary talent, was not only an immediate success bUl has endured,"3
One solution to this problem has been to acknowledge the novel,
somewhat grudgingly, as an important cultural and political event,
whose deplorable aesthetic strategies might be excused for once,
since they served a good purpose after all-namely that of mobilizing
the American public against slavery. In this way, culLUral and aesthetic
functions are separated, as ,if they were 110t inevitably linked in the
emergence and formation of meanilig. In contrasl, one of the
purposes of the new revisionism and historicism in the study of
American literature is to bridge this gap between a culturally oriented
and an aestheticaHy oriented reading of fictional texts in order to
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~~~~nding

9£ s.entimentality as bqth a ,cultural and
?tkgy·;1::~
':<;;:, '
~;:Jnterp~etalfon I want todralV"on s!'>me of the
'. ., ." .......;.:'jene'\Yre~dings qf UnCle Tom~~,:iliU;ld .I sh~Lthen
trrto';sttpp~~niJ.ent.and e:~teIid,~them. For it stills~ej\nll that in talking
, ,a~Q~P;tQ.~S($.QJ;i,mep~linliterflture there is an:apl?are~dYlinavoidable
t¢<t:l4~~L to.i~e

,

.s:t\ic,k' with pne .of two choices: Jiither' 'to criticize
s<r~tim,entaf;)i:¢tio~ aSel' text that fails, or to expl~'and defend it
!;Jy... ~eco\(ermgi itiS:· f'Ormer ~ultural function. Tll,etwo approaches,
al¥1?:~litgp,;strikingl~different in' emphasis, remains~!,~risingly. similar.
in~rlJic~l,l.re.: botn: remain within a dichotomous"1'llQ()(e of <u,gUIII,eIlt;ati;9:rra~callnotacknowledge any interplay ·betw,eenweaknesses
'lU1:'dstrt;e~~hs.T4us, While in :the first case the cr~tic will be almost
e,,¢l.~:;i.:Yeiy jntere~tred in the text's failures, in<ti;!e's:econd, the goal
m~$'t;be,~o~ecur-ethe consi~tency of an assumedinn,er cUltu:ral and
aeS:theMc,logicofthe sentimental text-an ap,proac4;that, useful as
i~ is~;i£iofte:n'iJldanger of a gesture of mere inM€:fsion, because iL
~sllmes' that to poillt out the potential cultural function of a literary
textca~'als£l serve as 'at'lexplanation of a.esthetic effect.
Asd.i~.'tu~ipns ~f the problem have indicated again and again,
h:owever,ithe pheQ.~J1Renor of the sentimental inlite~<,lture may be
mgre:cQ~pl¢x:'thani!l,pdmarily dichotomous model¢argumentation
sl1~~~,{:In,:steadi.~.fopting for either the party of: .failure or for
th.;).tpf{Ii~(:c,~ss, its~J;I.'1smore helpful. and productiy;e't,o:me to relate
these,'9P'Po~ingpeltspectives ~ith one another lind 'to bring them
thus.}liitoaciialogue.4 It:wil1 be my assumption 1'n the following
d.is¢us~o.n thanhe -two views sketched out are not' neeessa,dly mutually exclu'Sive-f~r to assuJ;l.'1e so would also mean to assume that
thept~er,sideis sirn,ply ignorant or blind. Rathex.tp.ey can be seen,
to h~hlight diffete.nt as.pects of the same phen0menon-aspec,ts
which shouldbo.tb be ,taken into account and nygotiated in one
co~preh:ensivereitEling. The. task, in this case, wO,ulcLbe to do both:
toma~anattempttounderstand the inner workingp.dnciples and
, cultural log~c of sehtimen~1 fiction, and yet toacc.o).;lnt also for a
) m,odern feeli:ng o[.discrepa.ncy, excess, and exaggeration in pans
of the novel that seems to be widespread. 5
For such a d.eliaerately·interactionist approach it is. indispensable
to keep the major possibilities of defining the sentimentaUn literature
in mind, 'in/itelld of opting for any single definition. This seems
especially pertinent, since the concept of sentimentality, through its
long and varied history. has assumed such a 'high degree of instability
that, along with the word realism, it has almost become a "floating
signifier" which no single definition can hope to tie down and
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anchor. Still, it seems··useful to outfl.l1e the three major approaches
which definitions of the sentirnental.take: (1) the definition of
sentimentality in literat\lotein phijosophical Or cultural terms, that
is, as a new epistemology ora .system of cultural beliefs which
developed in the eighteenth centuJY.and played an important role
in Amedcan culture of the.niheteenth century; (2) the definition
of sentiIJilentality in literaJ,ure in terms .of genre, that is, in terms
of certain dominant narrative patterns, established, in essence, by
Richardson ,and Lhe senLimental novel of the eighteenth century:
(3) Lbe definition of sentimentality in fiction in a more narrowly
formal ,md acsrbclic.£c.ll.$t;, ,IS a rhcLU.l'kal stralcg}', or. as onc mighl
also say, as a mode of repl'eSeiltatlonmarked by gestures of rhetorical
excess chid exaggeration-ali aspect of the Lext' which, in contrast
to the culture o( sentimentality and the seI}timental narrative, one
could call sentimental l'hetoric.G

II
It has been one strategy of those literary and cultural critics who
have retained' an interesL in Uncle T01ll:s Cabin even in the era of
high modernism to emphasize. the unusual scope and depth of its
social analysis. In its attempt to pFesent the slavery issue in all of
its various forms and mani'fes.tations, the novel covers a wide range
of social life, not only of the American South, but, where necessary,
,
even beyond.
The depth 91' Lhe novel's social analysis is most appare11l in its
deliberaLe atLempts to provide a cornprehensive picture of how
slavery affects the Amedcan South: After being exposed first to the
still paternal and relatively nlild forms of, slave'ry that prevail in the
gentry household of the Shelbys in· Kentucky, we are then taken
further South, first to the aristocratic plantation of the St. Clares,
with its alternating rhyth,rn'of fastidiousness and cruel neglect; until
finally, in a further ·geographical and moral descent, we have to
witness Lhe debased for11'\s of merciless exploitation and physical
Lorture which prevail in Lhe swamp land of Louisiana. In order Lo
avoid Lhe possibiliLy Lhat her case against slavery would be reduced
Lo a discussion of particular instances and environments, Beecher
Stowe obviously aimed at a fictional representation of slavery in its
Lotality-which also meant to introduce elements 'of social and cultural differentiation betw~en the various regional and social segments
of the American South.
On the other hand, it is quite obvious that such sociological and
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re.al~ti:t:: ~ridencies remain under the firm control of an unswerving
mOtat:p~.spective. Had sl?ciological explanation and differentiation
,been~r~ie.d too far, this. would have invited· the kind ,of 1'ational-

: iza'tion; ~dmo1'al relativism by ~eans. of w~ch the.males of the
. \' novel, leV>en such men of undemable mtegnty as Shelby and St.
. Clare. ;m;lnage to arrange, themselves with the moral scandal of
slavery. In' order to counter similar rationalizations in the reader,
~enoYelhad 'to, insist O,n the priority of a slagle, superior moral
cri~erion >for d~aling wi~h the problem' of slavery,: As numerous
criticsha.ve shc;>wn, ids this the power of- the heart, of natural
emotion and Illoral sentiment, to penetrate to the perception of a
moral order,-asentimental'·epistemology whichalso,has the effect
of putting wo~en in the position .of superior ~0ral'authority.
O~theWhol~!.thischaracterizationalready p~ints tq a first tension
or dilemma, in the novel. On the one hand, tll¢ poteQtiai national
llQ.velhas to sentimentalize' itself in order to discuss the national
di~g'race {[rom a'tru'ly moral perspective; while the sentimental novel,
oarhe, ot)1er hand" sociologizes and radicalizes itself in order to
ernbracetj,uestiollS ohlational self-definiti~n. h is one explanation
fox .the si!JigulilP,·stlitus of Uncle Tom's Cabin in American literary
historY'1th.,;~thenovel must be considered an unusual,nybr~d miXLUre
of the. sodal an,d, the Ill,oral, of the potential 'og th,e historical and
sociaL n9yel linKed with the strategies of sentimental ·fiction.
ItmaY behe,lpful at this point to contrast this ,project of a national
novel whit::l1tries to address a crucial question o'f',t\merican history
from the;perspective of sentimental fictiOn witbanotPer version of
tl,le lite~anygenr~whic~played such a prominent part in the attempts
, at a ua:tional st;l;frdefinition which dominated the first half of the
nineteenth cen~\,l.ry in the United States. Unc:.i~r the influence pf
Scott andstartitig with the work of C~oper, the historical novel had
becomeoneof,th~dQminanLgenresin the:; rJevelop;mem of American
fiction.. D.'esig,ne~ to aCC;O\lnt for the historical emergence; sodal
vaniety,' aI;l:d~mol'ai' quaHty of a civilization. t1:legenre seemed ideally
suited for an examination of the new' social order established in
America. The gwding question in such' boiJks as, for example,
Cooper's·· first Leatherstoci,l;ing tale The Pioneers, dearly is to what
e:J{tent thissodal,order had already futfiUed the .promise of a new
and supetioxstage ofcivilization associated with the idea of America
from its veX:Y'beginning. In exemplary acts of com~ersion or rejection,
of integration or 'syml).olic, expulsion, The Pione.ers i~ therefore trying
to use fiction as. a testing ground for the symbolic reconstruction
of a new~odal order in wM¢h the social and the moral would finally
coalesce. For Cooper, at least the Cooper of The Pioneers, such a
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reunion can still be confidently envisioned-all that is required in
order to effect a moral regeneration is a: firm hand in controlling
and, where necessary, eliminating the savage elements on the fringes
of civilization.
In the hierarchical world of The Pioneers, divided into an upper
world of civilizing forces and a nether .world' of savage elements,
slavery does not yet pose a problem; in fact, Cooper does not even
seem to be aware of its:.Uloral dimellsion~ In contrast, Beecher Stowe
sees the' central moral problem endangering the promise of a new'
and morally regenerated Anierican civilization not on its borders,
but at the very hea:r:t-'of ci\lUized'society itself. If the social fabric
is cruciaUy contaminated by slavery, ho\yever, then such a defect
can no lo'nger be regarded as a temporary threat which can be
safely en~rusled to society's piolieers. What generates and shapes
Uncle Tom'~ Cabin as a Qovel, in other words, is' a fundamental split
between the social and the moral o-rder which threatens to undermine
Amel'ican civilization. Such a view must have been especially disheartenhlg. since American sodety had based its self-definition on
the' prospect of estaMishil1g a new' stage in the development of
human civilization-which induded the promise that the social and
the moral which had .falle:n apart in a corrupt Old World could be
successfully reunited 'in the New. The growing awareness of the
problem ofslavery, on the other hand, must have raised the' terrible
suspiciun of a pennanenl splitbetweel1 lhe twu orders. If something
was to be done against this frightful prospect, then it had to be of
a sweeping and sufficiently radkalnature. transcending the carefully
controHed rationality ·of the customary ,disGussions of the issue. It
is. in this situation, as Philip' Risher has shown, that Beecher Stowe
reappropriated the litel'al'y genre \vhich is traditionally cullcel'l1ed
wiLh-iH facL, seems W be brought into .existence by-the coullkl
between the social alid the mora:l: that of sentimental fiction.
My starting point. then, for the following discussion of Uncle Tom's
Cabin is the assumption that sentimental fiction takes its departure
from a rupture between the social and moral order which threatens
to becol11e penuanent. 7 In this it can be seen as a reaction to a
histot'ical moment in 'which the reality and superiurity of the moral
order can no longer be taken for granted, and must be recuperated
in a gesture of often violent reunification and reaffirmation. Such
a view of the sentimental as being generated by, anlOng other things,
the fear of·a permaneilt split between the-.Social and the moral can
help to. eXcplai,n two of its most obvious and .enduring features. To
start with, sentimental fiction is al,ways constituted by a violation of
the moral order, by an often violent separation of a person from
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his/~er object of affection. The ensuing task qf over~oming this fear
of separation by reaffirming the seemingly endangered moral order
at all·cQsts, may provide a first suggestion for underst<;tnding the
often forced and exaggerated nature· of the sentimental reconciliation
of the JUoral and the social.
Tl;te ne.eci for. reaffirmation, in turn, draws attention to what I
see as the basic problem of narrative representation in the sentime11lal
text.: If sentimental fiction wants to respond to the threat of a split
betwee¥1' th.e .two. realms by reaffirming ,the reality and superiority
ofthemo~al·order" then it has to find ways of-representing this
order in especially convincing and moving ways. Sentimental fiction
can thus be 'r~garded as a specific symbolic strategy to make an
increasingly elusive order "visible" again. Asthehislo'ry and changing
fortunes of sentimental fiction demonstrate, this has also remained
i~ biggest' problem. For since ·the values which it wants to elevate
andxepresent in fiction are, by definition, immaterial and of a
"merely" s.piritual or emotional nature, the sentimental text has to
rely on equivalents. or analogies (if not· allegories) for the moral
realm. And this, in turn, may provide an explanati.on for both our
positive and negative reactions to sentimentality. On the one hand,
the reader may experience the deliberate and emphatic channeling
of emotions iJ;1to an object of social analysis ill positive ways, as a
kind ofrecharging of the social world with moral meani~. Wherever
he or she~, on the other hand, not convinced by the analogy for
fusing the' social and the moral, there will be the impression of a
forced way of creating meaning.
.

III
The beginhing of a novel is usually an especially important and
instructive moment for understanding the project that is gelling
underway. Uncle Tom's Cabin begins with the ,description of a conversation betw.een Tom's master, the gentleman 'farmer Shelby, and
the slave trader Haley:

a

Late in ,the afternoon of chilly day in February, two gentlemen were
sitting'alone over their wine, in a well-furnished dining parlor. In the town
of P...:.., in Kentucky. There were no servants present, and the gentlemen,
with chairs closely approaching, seemed to be discussing some subject with
great .earnestness.
For ,convenience sake, we !lave said. hitherto, two gentlemen. One of the
parties, however, when critically examined, did not seem, strictly speaking,
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to come under the species. He was a short, thick-set man, with coarse,
commonplace features, and that swaggering air of pretension which marks
a low man who is trying to elbow· his way upward in the world. He was
much over-dressed, in a gaudy vest of many colors. a blue neckerchief,
bedropped gayly with yellow spots, and arranged with a flaunting tie, quite
in keeping with the general air of the man. His hands, large and coarse,
were plentifully bedecked with rings; and he wore a heavy gold watch~
chain. with a bundle of seals of portentous size..."
Two thiugs may be. uoted for the purposes of our discussio·n.
First, it is at this point still the authorial voice which is the main
source of moral 111ealling for a \·e!!-der who is placed in a safe p~sition
outside
the book. And second, the authorial voice can provide
these moral meanings because signs can still be counted UPOil to
represent the moral dimensiOn of realiry in a reliable way: the fact
that Haley elbowed his way upward in the world and thus obviously
violated the moral and social equilibrium (the image is of pushing
othel:s aside) is plainly visible in the embarrassing, almost grotesque
violations of taste and proportion, which characterize his outer appearance. The authorial voice can thus be {Iuite confident that in
piling up instances of such disproportion, it will be al;Jle to establish
a COllS.ensus with the reader aboUl the deplorable lack of a moral
dimension in Haley's character.1I Ironically enough, however, it is
this Illode of representation, itt which linguistic attd visual signs do
still have a stable moral referent, which also poses the main problem
fOI" the. novel. This becomes obvious when the two mett begin to
talk about TOlll:

or

"Why, the fact is, Haley, Tom is an uncommon fellow; he is certainly
worth that sum allywl!ere,-steady, hone~t, capable. manages my whole
farm like a clock."
"You mean honest. as niggers go," said Haley, helping himself to a ghlss
of bralidy.
"No; I mean, really, Tom is a good, steady, sensible, pious fellow. He
got religion at a camp-meeting, four years ago; and 1 believe he really did·
gel it. I've trusted him, since tllen, with everything 1 have,-lIloney, house,
hOl"ses,-and let him come and go round the country; and I always founu
him true and square in everything." (12)
The phrase "you mean honest, as niggers go" draws attention to
the problem which Beech~r Stowe had to overcome: within the
dominant cultural convention, blackness may have held connotations
of various possibilities. but not that of genuine morality. While all
other signs can, in other words, be relied upon to represent a Illoral
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cilflilensionvof rea.(ity, in. the case of the "black," this moral'dimension
, Wi,s,u,f';p,te~se<;l.:
ithe . ~ultural semantics of blac.kness. to What the
no~e1tJ1~$has.; t9 do,: iif, its argument is to...be, successful, is to
!.U'~~sf0~1Ul,anp resemapticize the meaning of the sign "black" by
txn-d;-"i~g,tit,as:~ur.~ Lotm a l1 would pUt it: fr0m.0nesei;nan~k field'WhlCh,~~~lfl'lse~·<l.~lcharacters and settmgs . huiked .by their lack of
':ci.;i~eJnkl~/ile~+:mor~dhnension-tothe senianti<;.'£i~ld' informed by
:~g~!,!-;\'l'l,neri:l:('1ta1:f~y.'Or, to' put it differently, th~fact thatt~e public
:me~~J:nglilfthe1sign'\blac~" misrepresents'ToH;1a~ a pers.on, does
'h~t;lea~t~¢ noyelto a deliberate foregrQundi~of the tXI'anny of
!sigfl$,~a~wpukl";J¢"thecas.e in. high modernisman~postnioGlernism),
;b,iltt,to ..~ con'Cet~edeffort toresemanticize this "one si~n within a
;c~lturali:sy~temi~@mode~f literary representati~n'whiGh the novel
\:wi!onIiSiJ t(;) sttengtben, not to question, in order"to ~chieve its own
:cultU:raIaJ;ldpo~iticalgoals. For this goal of,.a resemanticization,
h:Qc~,l'l;ye~. the C0.rhments of the authorial voice alone are obviously
a€lf~joFqng..enotlgl,1,! at least nOt for establish,ng ~nd making visible
a!x~isiQn ,9~ the.moraLorder by which our feelings could be suffic.ien#ielil'gage<;l.:, 'If U1J,Cle Tom's Cabin would have to rely' on the
. na£tato'~'s,:rpow.e~! of p~rsuasion alone, it would remain a form of
$l;:te ptea~ing: Th"e" R,ovel has to draw on other ,narrative devices
suchq;s:TQf exa~ple, meledramatic plot patte,11ns,:and of these the
repositiQ'mng of',. the . reader' may be, the most im-portant and the
most e((eclive. Significantly, ids at the mornent in which Mr. Shelby
confesses that h~ ,lias sold Tom and, Eliza's child that the novel
b,e!~nst~ move away fr~m the.Shelbys and, with it, from the gentry
:wo~ld of refii'l'ed and enlightened society members, and begins to
the victim:
,take.the
, !sideoC
.,

by

There:was.one listener to this conversation whom Mr. and Mrs. Shelby
little. susp,ected. .~
,
Con;im/lin?,cating:wilh their ~parunent was a large closet, opening by a
door into iheoute:r passa.$e. When Mrs. Shelby had dismissedEHza for
the night, I~et fev.~rish al'id excited mind had 'suggested the idea of this
. closet; and !lpe'had hidden herself there, and, with her ear pressed close
against t'be 'crack of ,the door, had lost' not a word of'the conversation.
When the VOIce died' intO silence, she rose andcl!eptste;dthily away. Pale,
shivering, w~th rigid features and compressed lips, she lOQked an entirely
altered. being frorntile soft ~d timid creature she had been hitherto. (4950)

I,

'

By shifting.to ,the perspective of one of the potential victims, the
novel m:~mages to. transform us from an imaginary participant in a

I
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conversation with tne authorial voke-and thus from the position
of a sQ:cial equal-to the stance of a helpless onlooker who can only
compensate£or his.o~;her own helplessness by an intensification of
emotionalinvolvement;U 'This is, of course, the bask transformation
that the nov.el wants 10acmeve in
reader and on which it bases
its whole' theory of effect. The elrama of separation, loss, and reunion,
is tlIUS rel,).eated on ,the formaJ, leveL of the text: sentimental texts
want to eliminate aesthetic distance, bIJ:t in order to achieve this,
they first have to make use~perl,~nce. such distance as painful.
Yet the skilllul uarrativc' evucaObl1 uf a fear of painful separation
must be' pJacecl wtt-llm~the .lal'ger context of a lU01;al order if it is
to be effective. If the reader is to be shocked into an awareness ,of
the vulll'erabilily of lhe.mol~aLorder, he or she must also be con[ron.Led with an image of:tha;t which is thi:eatened; in other words.
with versions of an intact order that can serve as a norm and
countet'model for the stagiI1;g of its possible breakup. 1L is here that
sentimentality in ~he sense of a specific system of cultural values
and be:tiefs comes intp play, for it provides Beecher Stowe with'
powerful images for a sti!1successful blending of the social and the
moral realm. Significantly, Eliza iSllot only a woman but a mother;
the fear of separation with which the novel begins is caused by the
threat of a family breakup. In a typical sequence of evellts and
chapters; the fear of separation created in the first three chapters
is thus contraMeu with a llcscl'iption of that idyll and institution
which is. threatened mOst in the novel, that of home and family. As
Fisher Ims shown convincingly, it is the depiction of the family
which provides the main metaphor for a stilLin~act version of social
and moral order in l:Jl1&.leTom.'s Cqbill-atle<lst at. its beginning. This
, is not, as Fisher rig{I~t1y asserts, to be 1.1l1l;ierstood as a retreat from
the realm of the political. On the contrary, as long as we insist on
seeing it that way, we, wi,!1 overlook the larger political and cultural
implication of the mo:ve. that of a far-reaching dehierarchization
and democratization. '2 ·For, dearly, what the metaphor of the family
uoes is to 'redefine a character such as TOI11 in a new social role:
instead of emphasizing-his ethtIic identity, he is now presented in
the roles of father, !tusQalld, and especially that of uncle, which
establishes, in the very tide of the book, a family relation between
white and black. In emph3$izing social rather than ethnic aspects
of identity, a common emotionalhond is thus created in order to
encourage the reader to invest emotions which would otherwise be
held back.
In view ·01' the available options, this is a shrewd and effective
strategy of humanization. Other metaphors of the nation-for ex-
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'~~ie~t4~,pfjthe:~hip..,.inevitablyimply functional,hierarchies,. The
"f~y(,~n ,th~o~her,hand,;:w:asreconceptualiz~d

in the eighteenth

, c~b~~:~tbe;on¢?s~cial group which is held together: by art emotional
D~d ja~d ;il!husiF0titles)each of its members. ,to' a just share of
sQlJ!:~rityaEl:4',prQt~ction.AsEllenG oodmanpoints out, the "family
'is'}~~rme,d nOtfodthe survival of the fittest, but for that of the
:w:e4e~i"; iV:is; beginning wid). the eightt;:enth century, no longer a
PJiitJlill?il¥"ec;:{)noftl'ic unit, but an emotional ene.HIIl consequence,
'ihe :;PaP1il'Y'e1Uer~!!S in U'f}.C!e'Tom's Cabin as t,he most inlpertant
.bartie,x:, to a final.split. IJetween the sodal and the moral 'IV hich
threatwsthenation. Seen in this context, the sentimental,·discourse
within ,thenoveli must be' considered as a strategy, by which the
segl'eg~ted black,l;lecomes 'a member of a nation redefined aJ family,
anl;t ShQlild' thus 'be. treated on the basis of a common emotional
andsoc;:ial bond. i '
'
Such Ii, stlfate,gy, which for the first time in American history may
have managed tQ make the black visible as a moral being, was
prec¢d~Qb¥ tWO, similar acts of dehierarchization and democratiza!i~>n. T;he first waveofSentimental fiction estabJishedby Richardson
in the eighteenthd:ntury' can be seen as an atteIl1pt to elevate
w01Uan tothe!evel:of a socially equal and morally superior participant
in soeiallife. In the early nineteenth century, thiss,entimental claim
is thenfun!aer extend,ed,to include the ,figure of the child. And in
UnCleTo1/l's:Cabin, lleecher Stowe adds 'another lInk to this chain,14
and shedoes;so by linking the figure of the black with that of the
child·:""'above all, With that of Little Eva who is a s.upre1Ue example
of
the "sentimental idealizations of the child in the nineteenth
century. The, cr·ucial argument which the novelleiVels against slavery
is ,therefore, ITQt 'based on primarily political or philosophical con-,
s~derations. 'lnstea,d, the novel asserts the priority and' necessity of
a moral pe,~spc:=cti~e. The most devastating argument against' slavery
is ,that it.: ~ears apart the one soda! body in -which the social and
the 'mor~l is, stilthappily united, that of the family.
If the nOYel, ,is to. be effective in its argument, however, then it
has to extend the sentimental chain to include, yet another figure
as part of the fC).l:nily, namely the reader himself. In a historical
novel such as The floneers" the reader is still addressed asa primarily
public self who is to be drawn into an ongoing dialogue on the
nature and ql:lality of American civilization. In Unc,le Tom's Cabin,
in contrast, the reader is urged to give priority to the private self
and to overcomehi~ or her rational distance in order to join the
national family. For only as a person who relies pn his or her own
feelings and emotional responses as the primary source of knowledge
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will the reader be able to, realize the full moral dimension of what
is going on; only if the reader is willingt() act and feel toward the
victimized characters as if they were his or her own kin, will he or
she be able to develop aaimense feeling of moral responsibility.
It is within' this context of a transfonnation of the reader that
the role a:1ldsigllifican,ce of the. melodramatic elements of the novel
have to be seen. Quite obviously, they are sentimentality's other side
of the coin. They provide the necessary dinlension of 'threat and
fear of separation-of which death is only the most spectacular and
final-which is a necessary precondition for the forceful sentimental
reaffirmation of union.and togetherness. This function is already
apparent iu. the very first s.cenc uf ~he novel in which uur ~lIIxictics
about the possible breakl!,p ofthe social and moral l~lbric are evuked
skillfully. This first threat of separation, melodramatically staged in
the slave u'ader's offer 'to buy Eliza's little boy, marks the beginning
of an endlessly repeated· cycle of painful separations and happy
reunions, of unbelievable streaks of misfortune and the most fortunate coincidences, of ever-renewed persecution and last-minute
escapes. In both Tom~s and Eliza's story, experiences of threat, loss,
separation, and victimization form the center of the narrative. And
in both cases, we can observe a basic interaction between melodramatic tllreat and se11limental reaffirmatiun. As a rule, it can be said
that the stronger tlle melodramatic staging of loss,,, the stronger the
sentimental reaffirmation following it. To give but three of the most
obvious examples: the dhl'lax of Eliza's story and une of the most
thrilling scenes of the novel, her hair-bread th escape over the raging
river on its dangerously.drifting pieces of ice, is soon followed by
the heavily idealized pictul'e of the major model family of the novel,
that of the Quaker household. Similarly, tlle approaching deatlls
of Little Eva and Tom seem to increase the deliberately sentimental
evocation of a higher link and purpose in their fates. Not accidentally,
critics' who dislike the novel have focussed on tllese scenes as the
most probleulatical.
The melodramatic discourse thus plays its own role in the strategy
of emotional activation and participatioll whJch the novel pursues.
1l is primarily responsible for putting the reader into the position
of a family member who is cut off from his or her o\l'n relatives.
longing for, reunion. And this drama gains a special intensity and
meaning, I think, becal:lse it is''designed to act out a terrible suspicion:
amid the constantly renewed cycles of misfortunes and unfortunate
accidents, the impression must grow that the incessant violations uf
the moral order are committec\.witllOlit due punishment and proper
mOl'al retributiou. The melodrama can thus be seen as that discourse
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,~pral' prder ha~ assumed ,an inereasingly enigmatic
d~1'Q.lensioA,:,a~d'ip which its very existence is qu,estioned. The fear

inwb,iGh ,the

tha~ite~okesisfuatthe characters, with which the F~alfer sympathizes
~~~~~:<9~~~ been left alone ~nd deserted in a. hostile universe. Its

d~~p~ydis~\lrbing events seem to defy the belief in a benevolent
lirll:>lCatorli,er:governJng our lIves. .
,.lfall of this ;ls correct, however, if the implied reader of the
me1Q:Qtarnl;ttic discourse is· that of a separated private self shaken
by tears or loss, then this me1o~ramatic element can also develop
a.'tendeacy to work against the very discoul:'sewhich it is designed
tosttpEprt, the sentimental affirmation of family ~d togetherness.
FOl';as a rule, the melodrama has a built-in tendency to maximize
, its effecJ.$ ,of victimization until the very last minUte and thus to
delay"themomeat of reassurance. The' sentimcl;lial celebration of
the;ideaof the family, on which Beecher Stowe bases her strategy,
rnlils't.heinterested, on the other hand, in providiQog,as many model
i:tp.ag~s ef·the sav.ing power of the family as pos&,i;ble. This is quite
G'bvi'Qus, (and werks quite well) in the first haif of -the novel, where
an,aLter;aa:tingnal:'rati\!"e rhythm between the rnelodra~atic distur. bance ,of the, fa~i1y 'and its sentimental reaffirmation prevails: the
threat to Eliza and her family is followed by' the description of
Toni's idyllic famiLy life; her narrow escape over the river is succeeded
by thegioM'ing idealization of the Quaker family. But as the novel
pro.gress.es"and sl~ifts its narrative focus increasil1g1y to the Tom
plotlille, the suspiciolJ. seems to increase that the family may not be
strong enough ,at,ter all te carry the full burden .·of. a scenario uf
natl'Ql,ttalregeneratio\1. The two' basic elements of.the narrative, the
melod'ramatic disturbance ,of a moral order and its sentimental
reaffirmation, are thus in clanger of falling further and t;urther
apart; whi¢h in· tl]orn means that if the novel wants to continue to
provide eefe<:ti,~e images 'of reunion, it has to move to another
. anll!logy: or.. as]al'leTompkins puts it very fittingly, "to another
storel1:ouseof commonly held assumptions.
In'reaction, a third discourse within the novel becomes stronger
and stronger"':'sj,gnificantly at a mom'ent in which the description
of tlle familY-life at the St. Clares sharpens ourselJ.sibility that the
famlly as a, social body: and cultural institution m:ay not be strong
enough to provide a real alternative to the social forces which have
created and maiutained slavery as a social institution. 15 As a consequence, Little, Eva, who is no longer at home in dlis earthly family,
has to be' mo.ved to another, this time trimsC6aclent family, the
celestial'community of saints, and innocents. And the, problem increases even furt4er as the novel moves on to the perverted, family-

less world of the bach-elorLegree, where a moral redemption of
Tom's terrible fate can only be found in the analogy to the story
of Christ. In both cases, that or Little Eva as well as that of Tom,
the sentimental affi.rmation has thl:\s to turn to the level of typological
thought, that is, to a method of interpretation which gives moral
meaning to characters and~. ey-ents by drawing on analogies to ,the
Bible. At a looment of increasing threat that can lW longer be
controlled by the up to then prevalent f9rms of sentimental reaffirmation, the typological discourse provides a new stability to the
semantic fields of the. novel which have been destabilized by the
extended meledramattc discourse; it thus makes it possible once
again to know and judge with coufidelll:e.
Typolo,gical refel:ences can be found in the novel from the start.
One of her (re1uctallt) black pursuers, for example, relates Eliza's
miraculous flight over the river to the crossing of the river Jordan;
similarly, the home, for example that of the Quaker family, can be
seen as a type o£.Paracliset<J conle. But such typological references
remain dominated in the first part of, the novel by the powerful
enactment of its many melodramatic plot elements and by the
richness of its social a.nd political analysis. In the subplot around
Eliza pe9ple may suffer, but they also fihd ways tu escape and to
rebuild their lives. In contrast, Little Eva and Tom become supreme
examples of the innocent, defenseless victim for whom Christ's
redemption through sacrifice is used as a type. By this strategy, the
novel gradually replaces olle model of the moral order, that of the
family, by another, that of the Bible as the highest authority un
questions of moral justice and providence, of guilt and redemption,
which we have in our Western civilization. In other words, in response
to a growing doubt and anxiety about the existence of a moral
order, the novel shows ~11 unmistakable tendency to dissolve the
sentimental discourse into the typological~ or, to put it differently,
to stabilize the increasingly difficult sentimental affirmation by reference to a holy text that can serve as supreme evidence of the·
existence of a moral.order.
Not surprisingly, it is this' level of typological reference with which
modern readers have had the greatest difficulties. In fact, I think
it is fair to say that for the modern reader the novel becomes
increasingly difficult to handle the more it typologizes itself. For
while the analogy of the .family is still familiar ,and can be revived
and reim:hued with mea~ing, as Fisher's essay has shown, the typological. affirmation of a moral order, as Jane Tompkins in turn has
shown, is no, longer a code on which the modern reader can or
wants to draw. 16 (Significantly; the typological dimension of the novel
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is lI()t'cV~LI UICH,tiuucu iu Fishcr's al'guIIICLIt.) 1'1 ! l'hc'graJuaL tlisregarJ
of t4e,ltx!?ologic;:.al dimension of the novel is already apPllrent in its
iUl:l11cnseJiy popular' sl~ge adaptations ill the s~~c(;nd half of I he
llillele~llth celltui'y; What must have been' an essential source of the
.' novel's, enOl;mous impacta:jld popularitx at the time of its publi.
. cation-;-itS skiLlful blending. of social analxsis, meloqramatic plot
, patte~.q.s, 'an~ sentimental .affirmation of the facmily into the alleml:n;il~ing context of a typological redefinition of the natiolial clilemq;ia, in other words,: itS extension of national history into eschatQlogi<;al vision-quite obviouslX poses the main problem for the
nove;l's modern ,reception. 18
And.. this, (think, can pro~ide some further insight imo the
problems with sentimentality which we may have as modern readers.
For if sentimental fiction is indeed an attempt to reconcile the social
and the moral, if it is, ,in other words, trying to make something
visible:that seems to have become increasingly en~gmatic, then its
suc,cess. as a cuhural strategx does not depend primarily on its
rhetorical force, 'but on the familiarity" plausibility, and cultural
, authotitxof the ~nal(j'gies which it introduces for i,tS own purposes
ofa literary representation' of the threatened moral order. The
often ~mazing iInpact of sentimental fiction can be explained by
the fact thalit has the courage to 'foreground th~se hidden models
and metaphors through which we keep our faith, however tenuous
it may be, in a form of life that still has a moral structure- metaphors.
, such as the. family, the collective, the loving couple. On the other
hand, wewil! hold a strongly negative and maybe even derogatory
view ,of sentimentality wherever we have the impression that the
text wants to manipulate us into the acknowledgment of a value or
metaphor which we are no longer willing to accept as a convincing
configuration of union. With the loss of the cultural authority of
the models anti metaphors on which it bases itS confidence in the
possibility and power of literary representation, the literary text also
loses its power to represent a moral order convincingly. What occurs
as a result is a shift between levels of definition: instead of being
an emotionally engaging literary representation of a system of cultural beliefs (definition 1), sentimentality in literature turns into only
another case of rhetorical excess (definition 3).

IV
Such observations can lead back to a reconsideration of sentimental
fiction as a mode of literarx representation. Fiction can, by definition,
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Gc SCCII as lhat killJ oj' cliswurse whidl tries to express somcthing
otherwise "unnameable" or "ine.xpressible...·The
story of the chang,
\
illl{ nlll(l'\llS

or I his olhl'l'wis(' inal'l'essihll' dimellsion

of \I\(~allin~ is

also a story of constant reu'eat: in nineteenth-ceutury organicism,
it is still a condensed essence which only great philosophical and
artistic works can grasp; in. twentie.th-,century formalism, it is the
pressure of the artistic form that transforms the semantics of every-.
day language into a meaning that ca;1 no long'er be retranslated
into other forms of discourSe; while in poststruclUralislll, meaning
can no longer be grasped even asa ,somewhat elusive Gestalt confil{Uraljon, hilI ran. (lljly be l'(llltX'plllali7.ed as a nmsl:llll pl'lll"t'SS of
deferral anJ dissemination. In comparison-and this, 1 think, .lies
at the bottom of our contemporary distrust of the sel1timentalsentimental fiction promises to do the impossible: it is still insisting
on its ability to represent an invisible OI'der in writing by drawing
on a certain system of gestures and narrative devices,' while modernism as an avant-garde movement has gone exactly in the opposite
direction, namely to question the literary representation of autheutic
values by creating a carefully controlled system of ambiguities and
indeterminacies that, at least In theory, would allow the reader to
be part of that process of exploration which literature is supposed
to initiate.
The aesthelic problem surrounding sentimental fiction would, in
this case, not be its lack of rhetorical restraint, but its insistence on
an idea of literary representation which disregards our modern
awareness of the arbitrariness and inherently supplementary char~
acter of the process of signification. As we have seen in our interpretation of Uncle Tom's Cabin, however, sentimental fiction can
indirectly acknowledge this inherent instability by gradually transforming itself in the process of its own, inner, narrative eventfulness.
And this, in tum, can provide us with an additional explanation
for the seemingly irrepressible tendency of the sentimental text to
plunge into what the modern reader, as a rule, experiences as
"excessive" representation. This excessive gesture, so all-pervasive
on all narrative levels of sentimental fiction, can best be understood,
I think, as an attempt to recuperate its own power of representation
and thus to counter the fears of a failure or even breakdown of
its own project of reuniting the social and the moral. A strange
irony is at work here: the more the sentimental text becomes afraid
of failing. the more if strains'itself; the more it strains itself, however,
the more it begins to .undermine itS own premise that an adequate
representation of the moral order is still possible; and the more it
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undennines.itself, the more it can be reappropriated by a postmodern
sen~ibility.

From this pers:pective, sentimental fiction can be seen as a mode
of repr,esentation generated by a profound ankiety about its own
moral referent, which in turn pressures the text toward a permanent
surplus, of' signification. The sentimental text, however, is not a
postnlo,dern ,text and it would be inappropriate to turn it into oneespecially, in the case of Uncle Tom's Cabin. Instead, it seems more
adequate, to say that in our contemporary reception sentimental
fictionisdistingui~hed by the fact that it occupies something like a
middle ground between two possibilities and functions of fiction.
On,the one hand,'the sentimental text tries hard to retain the moral
refer~nt which it ~s, trying to represent. In other words, an aspect
of the "real," 'or" at least, the fiction of it,' is ,maintained, which
mo<;iernism and postmodernism tries to question. And this also
means that of all· the genres based on the idea of a possibility of
representation, the sentimental text may work hardest against a
technique of Self-reflexive distancing which leaves us emotionally
"flat." Instead it deliberately and unashamedly invites us to fuel our
emotions ,and desires (for union) by projecting them into a system
of signs and image,S. Since what we experience as rhetorical excess
has a tendency to draw our attention to the text's failure of representation, we. are, on the other hand, reluctant to accept this
fiction of the "real" as authentic, but remain aware of its fictionaHty.
In our contemporary r,eception we are thus caught in the middle,
or, to be more precise, we are constantly moving between emotional
involvement and a mode of ironic distancing (something, by the
way, that' seems also typical of our contemporary attitude toward
the opera). Ironically enough then, it is in this sense of a permanent,
interaction between' stances that seem mutually exclusive, between
a constant breakdpwn of the power of representation into a failure
of representation which foregrounds itself, that a sentimental novel
such-as Uncle Tom's Cabin can gain new power and aesthetic interest.
To speak of a failure of representation. however, may not appear
to be the best way to support a renewed interest in the novel and
may irritate those ,who want to argue for the strength of the book's
social analysis. Fot even thol.1gh I have tried to distinguish the text
from consistently postmodern modes of signification, one may still
claim 'that I have submitted the novel to a kind of.indirect "postmodernization" by pointing out its instability of meaning and the
ensuing inner "eventfulness" of its representation. This instability,
however, is confirmed by the very readings, most of them of a
revisionist or "historicist" kind, which want to deny it. The pattern
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of substitution of a moral referent which we observed in the novel
itself is reenacted by current revisionist criticism; taken together, it
inevitably mimics the novel's sequence of substitutions, because the
moral refertrnt which the novel is supposed to represent can never
be prescribed satisfactorily. Onlhe contrary, it is constantly redefined
in terms of the various views of 'social relevance which can be found
in revisionist criticism: in Fisher's reading the moral l,Ileaning of
the novel is derived from a benign· populism developed through
the analysis of Cooper's work, while tor Tompkins the novel rep- .
resents an idealized version, of female communality which she derives
from her reading of the domestic novel. For W. B. Michaels, the
novel represents a fear and critique of market relations, whereas
Gillian Brown sees it as both a representation of domestic values
and their, utopian rehabilitation through a critique of male hegemony; for this "activist female model Stowe proposes," which marks
the "arrival of woman as revisi(>l1ary social critic," Cassy becomes
the role model. 19 Jean Fagan Yellin, on the other hand, who examines
the novel from the point of view of Angelika Grimke's feminism,
fails to see such a critique and finds the only saving grace in certain
similarities between Litlle Eva's and GrimkC's lives, which establish
Eva as a "budding social activisl."20' And while Brown and Yellin
emphasize a certain degree of ambivalence in the novel's discllssion
of domesticity, Elizabeth Ammons celebrates it as a successful affirmation of "matrifocal values."21 5uc,h a list could be extended. 22
Had the novel managed to represent its model of social and moral
order successfully, then this constant substitution ofa moral referent
would neither be possible nor necessary; in fact, it would have' to
be considered as a diffusion of the novel's message. Thus, revisionist
critical practice, like any other interpretive practice, is made possible
by a lack which, on the overt level of argulllentation, it tcnds to
deny in its aucmpt to complement the text with that historic.:<il 01'
feminist subtext which would supposedly be able finally to make
the novel's process of signification stable and transparent. One may
argue, howe"er, that, far from being a shortcoming, it is the very
"failure" of representation which, in a strange paradox characteristic
of fiction, secures the novefs effectiveness: if the text-as might be
the case, for example, if it were excl\!sively typological-had nOt
left any space for that ong.oing process of imaginary supplementation
in which current revisionism, although it may notJike to acknowledge
this, still partakes, then Uncle Tom's Cabin would not have been able
to affect as many readers as it did, nor would it have been able to
become meaningful again for contemporary readers, including those
who have recovered important dimensions of its meaning and have
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7,i In;his,;s~g~v~,essay,olil:"R~mance;3;ndReal
Estate. 'mT,heA~an.Rnltussame i
·edi'(FdAWllltedacnn"MtchaelsfawkDonaid-E. PFaseJ~Biiltm1ore.' 1985), pp,
ocial
',II,
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institutions which epitomizes this falling apart, of lhe s!ldal and the moral.
8 Harriet,Beecher Stowe, Uncle:7'om's'Cabin; or.J.ife'Amollg /lie L<Jwly (New York.
1982), p. II; hereafter cited in text.
.
'
On the function of the::enP$'ililgnamitor" in .uncle·,Tom" Cabill see the excellent
discussion by !tollyn R. Warhol,',~:rQward a Tbeoryo,ofthe,'Engaging Narrator:' ~rilest
Interventions in Gaskell, Stowe"alJ,d Eliot," EMU;:101.,i(986). 811-18. "
"
.,10 Ontbenovel'sown am!>iv~ent:lIJ.ew,of',raceseeSundquist,loI,lll! Essays on Uncl,e
Tom's Cabin,'
" '::.,: "
'
"
,
,," , II On tbe,consequences of this shift.for the "engaging'narrator" of the nO\'elsee ,,'.
Warhol '''Toward a Theory of,!he Ellgagillg Narrator": '~The first six chapters, which
,,~nu'odllce':thc chamctcrs '\ltd thel.. various ,I'clalions to lhe inslitution of sl:l\'cr)':,
"contain /10 emotionally' charged'episOdes and 'only three passages ,of intervention,
I two of which lit thc'descl'il~tto~"""f 'ciisaging' adch:csses'lo thc rcancr. The next tcu
,
.; :chaplcrs, dc~i:ling thc traullIati.c cxperienccs,of"Tolll and Eliza directly after 1!lci" ",
i:,lowners' di,saurous,.dedsion to sell ,them. cOlll<lin at, least siXteen interventions, no
. :,'jfcwcr thmi,elcv,cn of lhcm cng;lgil1g'~ (1116). ".", "'.
, , ' :':,
".j 12 In this. Fisher ,provides acoD\~inl1ingcouuterargument to those \'fho take the
.':"idcological Jailure of the novel~' for gramed. ,'..
,
i:,
1,13 Ellen Goodman, "A l'mllil.y,Gclebl'atioil for ludividuals;" New 1'0,.1< Htrald Tr'iblllle,
,!211 Nov.••111115, II. 4. Guutlllllln:hllS"I'Cpclltedly;,c,onnncnlccl vcry perceplh'c1y on Ihe
i Icnsiun bctwccn Individualism' 'ind the f~lIllily in Americ;m lifc.
'14 If rcallcrs se,e,an lIlnbivalclIcl; itl,this' mctaphor, it is illlcndcd,
,15 Sevcral critics have p"itl\ed'Olll how "Stowe's preselltalion of a range of home,'
modcls-on a sCoIle.nnllling from,~chef Halliday's ordered, matcrnal Quaker home
and kitehen down through the .disord,ered c!Jaos; of Dinah's kitchen at Marie St.
Clare's (w,hich Ophelia must'set'aright) to the drunken hell of Legree's virtual house
of prostitution, , ,-shows tbe, pflig",:ss'ive failure of matcl'llal influence:' Snndqnisl.
IlIu'oduction, p, 23. The lIlostextellded·discussion of tills 1Il0df is provided by Gillian
Brown, "Cetting in the Kitchen with Dinah: Domcstic Politics in Ulicle Tom's Cabill,"
Americall Quarterly, 36 (1984), 5Q3-23.
'
16 ,Unwillingly, Amy' Schrager Lang colifirms lhis by saying lhat in the Legree
cpisode wc have no model ataH ,for "positive.'action agaiust slavcry," L~ng, "Slavcry
and Sentimentalism," p. 50. 'fhis.observatlol) only makes sense, however, if "positive
action" is used in a lliodernsecuUtrize.d and post-typological seusc, Cf., in contrast,
'Iump-kins's point that it is exactl1' tbe typological dimcnsion of the novcl \~hich
contains its own "thcory of po.wer," (S;igllificantly, the part of Lang's essay which
deals with the Legrec cpisode does, IlOt evell, mClllion Tom's fate. and rolc at that
point; sim.ilarly TOln plays no roie<in the.argumcem of Gillian Brown, who switches
over to Cassy)nstcad,) Christianity. has a theory of action; however, it is one which
is 1Il0st Iikcly not convincing for those who do IIUI sharc its premises,
17 The point here is not whcther thety,pological dimension can still be recognized
nowadays, but whethcr il will still,be v.a1uedand bc able to generate melaphors for
tile moral world which people find convincing. '
18 On this point, see also Stephen Railton., "Mothers, Husbands, .and Ulicle Tom,"
Georgia Review, 38 (1984), 137: "Stowe and her readers united in 'priz,ing the ability
to see the reality that was nOt there, Whether, that was the hand of Providence,
maternaf sovereigllty, or Little Eva. They read this passage ..and saw someone, but
':~ only because they had agreed ,beforehand on the' meanil)g and validity of thesc '
terms. We read this palIsage. and all we can, see is the pattern of pieties by which
,
ihey understood reality," .
,. 19 See Michaels, Tl14 American Renaissance Rec07l4itlered; and Brown, "Cetting in the
'Kitchen with Dinah," p, 515f.
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